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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The selection of candidates tor tlle priesthood is not only a venerable 
tradition in the Catholic Church; it is a matter or basic concern and 
practical necessity. From the ver:r beginning as st. Paul (I Tim. ):2-7; 
Titus 1:5-9) testified it was the practice or the Church to be selective by 
investigating the human qualities of the candidates tor the priesthood. In 
recent years this investigation of hUlll&ll qualities has been ext.ended to 
include some psychological assessment or candidates .for the priesthood. 
While at one time the use of $11Ch means was criticized, the legitimacy of 
such studies is evident in the statements of recent popes. 
As the recognition or the importance of psychological assessment 
increases, several approaches to the study of seminarians and religious can 
be distinguished. Some studies are purely descriptive or normative of the 
clerical and religious populations; other~·attept to select and predict 
successful and effective candidates; still others are concerned with traits 
which favor this vocation or what type ot changes and adjustment may be 
expected within the seminar:r or religious community. 
The present investigation is part of the intensive research program 
encouraged at Loyola University tor a more thorough assessment of the 
"religious personalityt'. At Loyola Gorman and Kobler (1963) devised the 
Loyola Seminarian Sentence Completion Test especially for use with the 
diocesan seminarians at St. Maey of the Lake Saninaey, Niles, Illinois. 
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They chose items which were considered maximally sensitive to this group, 
based on their experience as psychological consultants to this group. This 
test was found quite helpful when evaluated im.pressionistically by a 
psychologist. A further refinement of this instrument was added by 
Sheridan (1968) who devised a quantitative assessment method of the LSSCT, 
composed a scoring manual and assembled validity and reliability data. This 
present study represents a cross-validation of Sheridan's work. Cross-
validation is necessary to establish the validity of any scoring system. The 
American Psychological Association T!Chnioal. Rt9omm.en4ttions for 
Psycho1ogigal Test and Diamostig T19hnigu11 state under C 14: "The author 
should base validation studies on samples, comparable in terms of selaotion 
of cases and conditions of testing, to the groups to whom the manual 
recommends that the test be applied." The subjects of this study will be 
different seminarians from the same seminary for which the LSSCT was devised 
and from which Sheridan drew his subjects. They were tested at a similar 
time in their training and in similar testing situations as were Sheridan's 
subjaots. 
The specific hypotheses to be tested in this study are: 
l. With regard to congruent validity, the total test score and each of 
six subtest scores significantly differentiate seminarians in need 
ot counseling from seminarians not in need of counseling. In other 
words, significantly high scores on the LSSCT total test and 
subtests indicates need for counseling, as judged by two 
independent criteria. 
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2. With reference to interscorer reliability, LSSCTs independently 
scored by two graduate students in psychology yield highly 
significant reliability coefficients. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Reseroh on Seminariyt 
It seems well accepted (McCarthy, 1966) that Moore (19J6) deserves 
credit for first questioning the psyohologioal maturity of applicants to the 
priesthood and religious lite. Sward (1931) had published an earlier study 
that indicated seminarians, when compared to the general population, are 
marked by greater introversion and inferiority attitudes, but Moore's study 
was the first to attract real attention. He conducted a survey of religious 
committed to mental institutions and found that the incidence of functional 
disorders, as against such disorders as brain trauma due to syphilitic 
inf eotion, was greater among religious than among the general population. 
Among both male and female religious a higher incidence of schizophrenic 
disorders and paranoia was found; among nuns a higher incidence of involu• 
tional psychoses, and among male religious a higher incidence of alcholism 
and manic depressive psychoses was found as compared with the population in 
general. From his study, Moore concluded that a disproportionate number of 
prepsychotic individuals are attracted to the religious life. Kelley (1956), 
Kelly (1961) and McAllister and Vanderveldt (1961) reported studies 
confirming what Moore has found. 
McCarthy (1942) was the first to start a program to evaluate seminary 
candidates. What he was hoping to do was to define the typical personality 
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of the successful religious or priest. Peters (1942) attempted the same 
thing with nuns. These initial studies did not determine whether these 
traits were predictive of success in religious lite, nor whether or not these 
traits were caused by the seminary or oonvent regime. Consequently, 
Burke (1947) did a study on minor seminarians to establish means of detecting 
probable saninary drop-outs as early as possible through psychological 
testing. He administered a battery of 12 tests and two questionnaires. 
Factor analysis indicated no common factor at work in these measures. Burke 
concluded that "None of the measures in this study and no combination of 
measures enable us to pick out with any adequate certainty a seminarian 
likely to be rated as good material for the priesthood." 
A new trend in seminary studies started in 1948. Bier first used the 
MMPI with saninarians in this year, and Lhota published a strong 
Vocational Inventory Blank (SVIB) scale to measure the interests or 
diocesan priests. In the twenty years since Bier published his study, the 
MMPI has easily become the most popular test used to investigate priests 
and religious (Dunn, 1965) and it has been used for a variety of purposes. 
Some (;Bier, 1948; Skrincosky, 1953; Jalkanen. 1955; Rice, 1958; and Fehr, 
1958) have used the MMPI in an attempt to establish new norms for 
seminarians because thq felt it was a disadvantage to seminarians to oompara 
them directly with the general population. Skrincosky (1958) and Rioe (1958) 
report seminarians profiles rise if Bier's r.vision is used. Fehr (1958) 
round seminarians scores lower than college peers using the Bier f o:rm and 
Jalkansen (1955) .found Lutheran seminarians• scales rise when this 
revision is used. One very import.ant point to note here, and in all the 
studies cited, is that the population studied, although all coming under the 
general heading of priest or religious, may be quite different. For example, 
Skrincosky studied minor seminarians, Fehr studied major seminarians and 
newly ordained priests and Jalkanen tested Lutheran seminarians o:t whom 
almost half were married. These could hardly be considered psychologically 
comparable groups. 
Gorman (1961) and McDonagh (1961) used the MMPI in an attempt to 
describe the personalities of fourth year minor seminarians (high school 
seniors) and fifth year minor seminarians (first year college) respectively. 
Both found their groups scoring higher than the general population with ~ 
Ht, and~ being the high scales. Even when the groups ware split so that 
those scoring high were separated front those scoring in the range of the 
general population, both groups still have the same scales as high points. 
The authors conclude their groups are quantitatively different but not 
qualitatively so. Dunn (1965) feels that these results suggest the groups 
tested seem to be worrisome, perf'ectionistic, withdrawn and. perhaps* 
emotionally isolated. They also have interests that are typically f aminine. 
Several studies have been conducted to assess the effects of training 
in religious life. The best known of these studies was conducted by Murray 
(1957) who wanted to determine the ef'f ect or the extended period or training 
for the priesthood on personality test scores. He compared 100 male college 
students, 100 minor seminarians, 100 major seminarians and 100 priests 
ordained between two and ten years. Between minor seminarians and college 
students four scales showed differences significant at the .01 level, the 
minor seminarians scoring higher on ~ IU,, a, and ~· Between major 
seminarians and college students, seven scales showed differences significant 
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at the .01 level and one difference significant at the .0.5 level. The major 
seminarians• scores were higher on all scales except H!,, where the college 
students had the higher score. There was no significant difference on Ill• 
Finally, between priests and college students there were differences signifi-
cant at the .01 level on only three scales, Ja, l2 and HA• The priests were 
higher on the first two but lower on the third. 
Murray interprets the differences between minor seminarians and college 
students as indicating that the personality of those attracted to the 
religious life may in large part be responsible for the deviant scores 
obtained by religious on personality tests. The increased differences 
between major seminarians and college students were seen by Murray as showing 
that the eff eots of priesthood training on personality is manifest on the 
MMPI. The fact that there were only three significant differences between the 
priests and college students compared with nine significant ditf erences 
between the theologians and college students suggests to Murray that seminary 
atmosphere as well as training contributed to the increased deviancy in the 
major saninarians. In general• Murray found that an individual in the early 
stages of seminary life is more poorly psychologically adjusted (according to 
MM.PI norms) than are college students and the semina:rie.n•s maladjustment 
inoreaaes with his time in the stninary. However, once an individual. is 
orclained, his adjustment begins to increase. 
Sandra (19.S'l) did a study similar to Murray's. She gave the Bier MMPI to 
five groups: 150 Junior Professed in 17 active religious institutes primarily 
devoted to teaching, 1.50 novices in the same religious institutes. 1.50 
candidates to the religious life, 1.50 Cathdlie students attending Catholic 
colleges for women, and 1.50 Protestant students attending Protestant schools 
for women. 
The test results showed a great similarity in the profile configuration 
for the five groups tested. !!9. and ~ware the highest scales for all groups; 
while f!.. and fl:. were virtually tied for third place. The scores of candidates 
for the religious life were significantly higher than those of college 
students on the following scales: ~ Rt. flt f!. and ~. The most noticeable 
differences in persanality structure were found between those who were 
attracted to the religious life (the candidates) and college students. 
Sandra interprets her results as showing that perfectionistic and 
introversiva traits are common to all the groups tested, but that they seem 
to be present to a greater extent in candidates to the religious 11.f'e and in 
religious women than in lay groups. She attributed the more deviant 
tendencies found among religious first to the personality make-up of those 
attracted to th.a religious life, and secondly to religious teaching • 
.A. recent study of the eff eots of religious life as measured by the MMPI 
was completed by Hakenewerth (1966). In comparing the mean 1'1MPI scores for a 
group of eighty religious brothers on the test - retest method, it appeared 
that after a number or years in religious life, the retest scores were 
significantly higher at the .Ol level of confidence on scales lU. and ~and 
at the .05 level on scales L lU. and a. The rise in scores, however, did 
not change the original personality pattern revealed on the first testing. 
Hakenewerth notes that in comparing his population scores to those attained 
by diocesan priests, the latter were considerably lower on the ~ 1:1,, and 
~ scales. Furthermore, Murthaugh (196.5) found that diocesan priest scores 
were lower than diocesan seminarian scores. Hakenewerth suggests that 
elevation of scores is brought about during the period of religious and 
!l 
seminary training, but the regime of the religious rule and way of life tend 
to maintain some of the elevated scores. 
Two other studies emphasizing the infiuence of the situational effect of 
religious life have been carried out by Vaughan (1956) and Mastej (1954). 
Both studies used cross sectional samples as Murray and Sandra did. Vaughan 
found that women in active religious groups tended to become less deviant 
with increasing time in religion; while those in contemplative orders tended 
to have more deviant scores as time in religion inoreased. .M.astej found that 
religious women tended to becoma more deviant in their test results in direct 
proportion to the amount of time spent in the religious life. 
Some important controls are missing from the Mastej, Vaughan, Sandra and 
Murray ~tudies and they s.ppear to bG pertinent. Du.e to the drop-out rate in 
any religious community, it is not nscessarily reasonable tv compare 
perseverers v."ith candidates and compare di:ff'erenoes as i.f they represented 
changes. For example, if no one in Vaughan's groups of perseverers changed at 
all, he could have gotten his results if the psychologically maladjusted 
candidates left the active community of nuns and the psychologically well• 
adjusted left the eonter~plative community. These researchers are presuming 
drop-outs ar9 random and this has not been established. 
Probably the largest number of studies on seminarians concerned with the 
idea of predicting perseverers and drop-outs have involved the MMPI. 
McCarthy (1960), in an address on tha soientifio status of screening for 
religious vocations emphasized the need for more work on the effectiveness of 
prediction with di.fferant psychological tests used to evaluate seminary 
candidates. 
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Godfrey (1955) attemptad to determine whether the MMPI oould predict 
perseverance in the Brotherhood. However, his design wa:l inadequate in that 
his criterion only included Brothers persevering from one to five years {some 
were still novices). He found both groups were vel".Y similar obtaining peak 
scores of~~ and ~. There were •ignif'icant differences, however, 
between the groups on the l3a. and HI. s<3ales with the drop-outs scoring higher. 
Although the diffe:::·snoes were significant at th• .01 level, the differenee 
between the mean scala scores were only five T-score points. On a praotioal 
level, this is not too useful in predicting non-persevarers. 
Wauck (19.56) used the MM.PI with three other tests and the faculty rating 
scale (1•1cCa.rthy, 1942). The MM.PI al.one, or 1n combination with other tests, 
was not e.f.'f ectiva in predicting perseverance. One test Wauok used here was 
the Group Rorachaoh "Which appeared to be the most eff eotive of the tests 
used but it too was unsatisfactory. In terms or testing, this was a very 
sophisticated investigation but a lot of· the test significance was probaal.y' 
lost by using the faculty rating scale as a ariterion. 
Bispanicus (1962) attempted to predict perseverance on the basis of 
MMPI scores but his study had the same sampling error as that or Godfrq. Of 
fifty seminarians tested, forty remained :from one to six years while ten left. 
The leave group scored significantly higher on fsl.. .f1. and ~at the .01, .03 
.05 levels respectively. The author telt this was evidence that the better 
adjusted individuals persevered.. As an added measure of prediction, he 
compared the percentage of' those in the stay- group with the percentage of 
those in the leave group who obtained from one to five T-soores or 70 or over. 
Because tort.y per-cent or those who left (n=4) had three or more T•scores of 
lO 
70 or over, while only 7.5 per-cent (n=)) or the stay group had as m&ny as 70 
or over scores. Hispanicus suggested that if a seminarian has three or more 
T-soores of 70 or over, he is likely to leave. Practically speaking, this 
study does not give sllf'fioent date to ~"'arrant using the suggested criterion. 
Weisgerber (1962) studied data from 211 seminarians who were close 
enough to ordination so that ona would say there was little obanoe if an,y of 
leaving. He oompal:"ed 141 who were in the seminary with 70 who had left. 
After a thorough statistical tit1'l&lysis of the data, he concluded the MMPI was 
near useless in predicting perseverance. Kobler (1964) feels the MMPI is an 
excellent screening instrument, especially when used with other tests but he 
warns it should only be evalua.tad by a trained clinical pey-ohologist. He 
points out tha:t; research on the lviMPI' s ability to p:racUct perseverance is not 
encouraging but he adds that he teals a seminary screening program should be 
directed toward detecting individuals who are psyohiatrica...Uy ill or 
potentially so and that th.i.s is not the same as vocational assessment. To 
point out that the MMPI is not likely to be sensitive to vocational aptitude, 
he reports scores from ll52 religious and .5000 college students and says, 
"When the MMPI profiles of religious were compared with 5000 eolle~e men, the 
dit:f'erenoes were seen to be negligible or nonexistant." 
A. very noteworthy attempt to establish the predictive validity of the 
MMPI was that of Murtaugh (1956) who did a longitudinal study of 90 diocesan 
priests ordained during the yea.rs 1953-.5.5, who retook the MMPI in 1964. He 
also compared the results of these priests with the 56 others of the same 
ordination groups who did not respond to his request tor partioipation in 
this study, as wall as .55 s-1narians who dropped out before ordination. No 
comparison between the drop-outs and the peraeverers at any length of 
.. , 
perseverance was statistically significant. These data along with that of 
Kobler seems to indicate the type of data one gleans from the MM:PI are not 
suitable for predicting vocational success. 
Arnold (1962) feels projective tests, especially the TAT, can be used to 
obtain positive information on a seminarian's motivation which would indicate 
whether or not he is potential asset to his community. Information of this 
sort 1:<> certainly very desirable. She states that projective tests are best 
for this because they do not attempt to understand the individual simply on 
the basis of whether or not the person chooses to report his habitual 
attitudes and actions. Arnold has dsvaloped her own seoring system called the 
Story Sequence Analysis (SSA) and it attampts ·to measure an individual's 
strangths rather than his weaknesses. Quinn (1961) used this system to 
investigate the attitudes of Religious Brothers in an attempt to predict their 
promise for religious life. He tested forty-five Brothers well along in their 
course of studies so as to be well known to their superiors and peers. He had 
each Brother take a twenty card TAT and he compared SSA scores with rankings 
of both superiors and peers. Peer ratings and SSA scores correlated +.61 
while Superior• s ratings and SSA correlated + • .59. However, the i-at:tng of' 
superiors correlated only +.65 with the ratin~ of the peers. Quinn points 
out that the rating system may have been too difficult and that the SSA 
actually is much more promising than these figures indicate. He substantiates 
this claim by giving examples of specific protooola. 
Gardner (1964) examined ninety minor seminarians in an attl'."Tlpt "to 
determine whether or not the MM.PI ratings of adjustment and maladjustment 
would be supported by projective test results," namely, the Rorschach. 
Since the MMPI h~s been oriticized because it is suspected of being 
1? 
inf'l.uenced by social and vocational variables, Gardner reasoned that a 
projective test would largely escape theae infl.uences. Theretore if' the 
Rorschach would support MZA.PI results, the latter could be taken at tace value 
and the Rorschach could afteotively be added to the test battery used to 
screen candidates for psychopathology. 
In his study, Gardner compared MMPI scores of seminarians with their 
Rorschach Prognostic Rating Scale Score (RPRS-llopfer, 1951) and he found 
there were only thirteen cases out of ninety in which the blind ratings W$1'~ 
at variance with the }JMPI results. Re felt these results indicated that not 
only does the RPRS perform exceptionally well as an actuarial instrui.-n.ent, but 
also that MMPI results in the seminary population can probably be accepted at 
.face value in all but a very few cases. This study, along with '..)linn's, 
indicates the possibility of suooessfully quantifying data from projective 
tests and using this data to evaluate seminary candidates. 
%At Sen;t.tnce C91!i.PJ.etion Method an§ its µse in the A§sessment of ~eming.rians 
In ed.iting the volume Ji!ndbook of Projective IecWd9UP§• Murstein (1965) 
has made a valuable contribution to both the experienced examiner and 
graduate intern in surveying and assessing the history and present status of 
some of the :major instruments in clinical and personality assessment. 
Introducing the section on the Sentence Completion Test (SCT)t Murstein 
wryly admits he stumbled on a very unanticipated fact: "'l'he Sentence 
Completion Method is a valid test., generally speaking, and probably the most 
valid of all the projective techniques reported in the 11 taratur<t." (p. ?77). 
To support this statame!'lt Murstein points to a survey by Goldberg (196.5) in 
which the validity findings of some .fifty studitJs with the SCT are summarized 
and discussed. .Although when speaking of fitty stt1dies with the SCT, 'lie 
realize that we may be speaking o:r nearly •• ll&llY sentence completion fol'!lst 
a variety or scoring methods• a variety or criteria and a heterogeneity ot 
populations. Nonetheless. the data have been consistently impressive. 
The writers also warn, however• that it is the very attractive simplicity 
and manageability of the test that have le.rt it open to abuses such as lack 
of standardization, inadequate scoring procedues, and in&pp:ropriate uses and 
interpretations. Underneath this very simple technique lies a mase of 
theoretical and praotioal questions which must be resolved before the test 
can be used effectively. It is necessary to rfWisw some of the reseal'Ch on 
the SCT in oreer to better understand the nature of the instrument we are 
dealing with. The fundamental issue appears to b'9 how to classify or 
categorize the sentence completion method. Rohde (1946) and others state 
quite clearly that the subject can in no way anticipate the significance of 
his answers ane therefore the SCT is strictly a projective technique. others 
(Rotter and Rafferty, 1950, Campbell, 1967) a.re less certain about using a 
projection hypothesis as a theoretical bass in interpretation sinoA they feel. 
the subject usually gives only in:formation that he wants to give, not that 
which he cannot help giving. That the subject can effectively and consciously 
control his responses to the SCT and that assessing the •mental set" of the 
testee is esf.mntial to meaningfUl. content interpretation ha!! been demonstrated 
by Meltzoff (1951). Not only did he find that the degree of threat as 
expressed in the instructional sat and peroeived by the testee tends to 
pl"Oduce more cautious. defensive and verbally neutral response!!, but also, 
"other things being equal, the tone of the responses to a projective test of' 
the sentence completion type is a direct function of the tone ot the stimuli." 
(in Murstein, 1965, p. 856). 
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Other important theoretical questions in the use of the SCT are related to 
the capacity to control content through stem structure and the effect of the 
personal referent of the stem. Forer (1950; 196o) has demonstrated that 
through the use of structured items the test constructor can direct the 
response of the subject to areas which are of special interest or importance. 
It is this flexibility and controlled directionality that make the SCT such 
an attractive instrument to adapt to specific populations. Part. or the 
rationale in devising the test used in this study was to select and structure 
stems toward a variety or significant dimensions in the seminarians• person-
ality and frameuo.f' reference. Studies such as those made by Sacks (1949) 
have attempted to assess whether third person or first person stems are more 
effective in eliciting pertinent information. .Although some findings tavor 
the first person stem, the evidence is tar from being definitive. stricker 
and Dawson (1966) found first and third person stems were equally etf ective in 
eliciting dependency, anxiety and hostility responses. The LSSCT favors a 
combination of both types ot stams. 
Finally, one of the thorny issues in the standardization of the SCT has 
been the variety of ways of treating the responses. Intra-individual 
response variability has lead some test constructors as Holsapple and Ki&le 
(1954) to favor impressionistic and non-quantitative methods of scoring. 
However, tor research purposes, test developaeilt, data relevanoe and proc.tur-
al replicability, some rigor and objectivity must be attan.pted in the scoring 
system.. 
Only Rohde (1938) and Rotter and Rafferty (1950) have established 
empirical scoring systan.s. Rohde, whose test was created for high school 
students, scores her sixty-five stan. test tor variables taken from 
, It:. 
Murray's (19.38) personality theory of needs and press. She reports inter-
scorer reliability at .95 and test - retest reliability (eight months between 
tests) at .80 tor girls and .76 for boys (after correction tor attenuation). 
She feels inter-soorer reliability is the important raliability to establish. 
She says it is not th• goal of the SCT to get consistent responses to stems. 
Rather, the test attempts to elicit as much different and dynamic material as 
possible by varying the loading of stems. She reports validity coefficients 
ot .78 for girls and .82 tor boys. There were established by com.paring sub-
test scores with ratings ot teachers on these variables. There is no 
over-all test score • only scores tor thirty-three Murray variables • 
.Although the scoring method is sophisticated and th1t validity and reliability 
coetticients excellent, Rohde has been heavily criticized (Rotter, 1951.; 
Zimmer, 1956 and Goldberg, 196.S) for bfting personally involved in the rating 
or the c:dterion measul"8 as well as the scoring or the test 1"9sponses. The 
possibility of bias confounding the d•ta is unfortunate. 
The Rotter and Rafferty Incomplete Senteno• m.ank was designed to screen 
college students 1n need of counseling. The scoring system was derived by 
taking sample responses f'rom 1"90ords of individuals known to be grossly 
disturbed and of persons considered quite normal. There are separate manuals 
published tor males and females. Interscorer reliability, with advanced 
clinical psychology graduate students as scorers, is repozwt.ed as .96 tor 
.female records and • 91 for male records. Fuzwt.her Churchill and Crandale 
(19.55) report. intersoores reliability of .94 and .95 using two seniors 
majoring in psychology and a graduate with a B.A. in psychology as scorers. 
These results would seem to show the effectiveness and clarity of the ISB 
manual. 
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The ISB produces only a total score. The authors suggest a score of 135 
as a good out-off point to determine which college students are in need of 
counseling. 'l'hey point out that this is not a magic number and may have to be 
adjusted for dif'f erent college populations. This cut-off was able, however, 
to identify 78 per-cent of the adjusted individuals and 59 per-cent or the 
maladjusted. 
The scoring manual for the LSSCT has borrowed much from the Rotter ISB, 
including the use of scoring examples. 
Sentence Completion Tests have been used sparingly in seminaey studies 
and they have, at times, been interpreted only qualitatively through clinical 
judgment rather than by any quantitive means. Harrower (1964·) used the 
Miala-Holsopple Sentence Completion with 13.5 Unitarian-Universalist scmdnaey 
students. She used clinical impressions from this test along with the 
Rorschach, TAT, DAP, Zondi and the verbal portion of the Weohsler-Bellft'Ue to 
predict success in the ministry. A seven year follow-up indicated she was 
correct in picking out the "unsuooesstul ministers" as determined by a rating 
scale judged by two l4'}'l!la.tl and two denominational o.ffioials. There was no 
significant correlation between her judgment and those rated successful, 
basically successful or questionable. 
Whitlock (1959) usecl clinical judgment or a SCT and two scales of the 
California Psychological Inventory to measure passivity in 25 male candidates 
for the ministry. Those in the group juclged to b9 passive tended to be 
unrealistic in their vocational goal as measured by the strong Vocational 
Interest Bl.ank. 
In sweral instances the SCT has tormed part. of a soNening progn.m 
(Vaughan, 1963; Rooney, 1966) or it has been used to assess the intluenoe of 
i? 
religion on personality patterns (Vaughan, 1956; Sandra, 1957) or it has been 
used as part of a descriptive or normative battery tor- gene?"al assessment and 
comparison (Dodson, 19.57; Fehr, 19.58; Palomo, 1966). 
Using an extensive battery, Rooney (1966) reports effective rating and 
prediction concerning 133 applicants to a religious community. However, a 
summaey report gave no specific data concerning the SCT or its particular 
contribution to the battery. Vaughan (l96J) likewise reported using a batteey 
to screen 218 male applicants over a five year period. Unfortunately, he 
used two different SCT .fonis, first Sacks, then Rohde•s. BoWtW'er, using a 
small sample of' ?6 persevering seminarians and 55 candidates who left, 
Vaughan rated responses on the Sacks SCT a.s follows: 0 for acceptable, l tor 
mil41.y disturbed, 2 £or swerely disturbed. The SCT records were coded, 
shutfied and scored by the author. Tlv.>se who left the seminary were reported 
as having a mean ?.41 (SD 4.19) and those wo remained had a mean of J.J4 
(SD J.24). The difterenoe in mean scores between these two groups wae 
significant at the .Ol level of oon.f'idenoe. The group that left the s«llinary 
tended to give more responses on the SCT which indicated fear ot losing their 
souls and going to hell. Likewise, it appeared that even though they were 
less certain about their vocation and called into question the correctness 
ot their ohoioe, they still f el.t some obligation to enter religious life and 
give it a try. All in all, in certain cases (t1.bout one-foui-th ot the 
experimental group) the SCT proved to be an effective instrument as a 
predictor of failure. 
The following two studies were with female religious groups. .Although 
it is apparent these studies are not comparable to the present research, 
their methodology and general findings are of interest. In a study reported 
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by Vaughan (1956), he used. the Sack's SCT to oompare personality differences 
between active and oontanplative religious women. In this case, the SCT did 
not ditf'erentiate the groups. Sandra (19.57) using the SCT within a battery 
studied religion as related to selected personality indices as has been 
slated the subjects ot this study were five groups ot l.SO women each; three 
groups were religious women at ditteNnt stages ot tN.ining, a fOUl.'"th group 
consisted ot Catholic college women and a ti1'th group was composed of 
Protestant college women. In an ACPA liewaletter summar.r (1957), 
Mother Sandra reported that the SCT used in this study was d8"1.sed precisely 
tor this investigation. The SCT subsoales were ooncemed with the evaluation 
of sill, attitudes toward authority and feelings of self•oon.tidenoe. The 
Wl"iter noted that the two older religious groups secured more dirtant scores 
than the younger candidates on SCT as well as on MMPI variables. She 
interpNted these leas favorable soores as indicating more intense striving 
tOW&l'ds perfection which is encouraged when one dedicates one's life to God. 
Moreover, the habit or selt-reneotion 
and sel.f-oritioism with a readiness to 
aolcnowledge and wen magnify personal 
limitations is unqu .. tionably reflected 
in responses to the MM.PI and SCT, which 
are instruments cal.ling tor considerable 
amounts of introspection and sel.f-
evaluation. (1957, P• 2) 
Her findings support nicely the studies mentioned previously (Mllrray 1957; 
MoDonagh, 1961; Bakenewerth, 1966) that found religious training (male or 
teal.a) does tend to elevate scores on certain instruments. 
The only completion test f'or seminarians, with an •pirioal scoring 
syst• was used by Fehr (1958). He both created stems and selected them from 
other tests, subnitting l.SO of this pool to four judges who we!"e asked to 
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choose the stems that would best ditf e1'4tntiate &91lin&rians at th• college 
level from secular students. He then equally divided the sixty best items 
into six oategoriHa family, self, stress, .tear, authority and sociability. 
Administering the teat to 45 seminarians and 4.5 college students, Fehr 
found both groups with positive scores on the family and authority scales, 
neutral scores on the self and sociability seal.es, and one negative score on 
the tear scale. On the stress scale, a significant ditf erence indicated that 
the college students scored positively while the seminarians obtained a 
neutral score. 
'J.'he author report.a an interscorer reliability of .92. Since he was 
att-.pting to investigate whether the personalities or seminarians differ 
.from those of lay students, Fehr reported only that college students have a 
more positive approach to stress and are more willing to deal with it. It 
would be Ver'T int.eresting, hoWGV'er, to know what a neutral attitude toward 
self and sociability ind.icated but Fehr did not discuss this issue. Since 
Fehr did no more than report similarities and differences between soores of 
the two groups, more speoitic evaluations of personality patterns were lost. 
Dodson (1957) studied Protestant seminarians and his findings were that 
this group appeared more guilt ridden, show.cl more discomfort with sexual 
and hostile feelings, and appeared more intropunitive in handling hostility 
and aggression than controls. 
Using the Sack's SCT, Palomo (1966) also reporled that in terms of 
adjustment areas measured by this test the seminar,y group was superior to a 
matched high school group in all oategol"ies wt one. Thus in the categories 
measul'ing family relationships, the sad.narian expressed much less negative 
feelings toward parents and a closer sense o.f' idetity with other family 
"" 
manbers. However, in interpreting the significance ot these .findings, it 
must be rananbered a) the saninal"ians are away .from home, considerably 
ranoved from th• typical f aally tensions which the avenge teen-ager !eels 
keenly; b) a good number of atans, upeo1ally those Nl.ated to the lather 
figure, are somewhat negatively loaded and favor a "m.al.adjust«l" response. 
The aeinariana also scored more favorably in categories measuring attitudes 
toward authority, goals and heterosexual relationships. In the last 
category, however, a good deal of repression and denial was obrlous in the 
responses. Although the profile or both groups was below the level of mild 
maladjustment in all categories, there were trend.a toward oontliot in the 
categories expressing tears, attitudes toward father, and feelings ot guilt. 
The brea.ldng down of both seminarians and high school students into high and 
low maladjustment subgroups indicate there was more intra-group variability 
than inter-grou.p variability. This support.a to some extent the assumption 
tint made by Bier that the adjustment we are trying to measure in our 
payohological tests cut through vocational lines. In general, a unanimous 
critiaima ot the Sack's SCT 1• that there are not enough it•• (only fOUl") 
per category to teal oontident about the teats validity and reliability. The 
apparent discrepancies between MMPI findings and SCT results i.e. in most 
instances seminarians appearing more maladjustGj than controls on the MMPI 
and the contrary ooouring on the SCT • will have to be further imrestigated 
by a) clearly defining the traits measuree by a 55..'fien SCT; b) asaessing what 
level of the peraonality is being tapped by the aentenoe completion method. 
A validation study on male Nligious aspiring to the priesthood, using 
the manual created by Sheridan, was conducted by Heinrich (1967). He drew 
his sample ot ti:f'ty tl'Olll 1'1rst year oollege students ot sill religious 
?'I 
communities. 'l'h• aae oriterion ot need tor oouns9l.1ng as used by Sheridan 
was used by Heinrich with one change. Sheridan used priest psychologists 
tad.liar with each student t.o detendne u:pel'imental and. control groups. 
Heinrich did not have suoh individuals available ao he used pre1'eots who knew 
th• a-1nari&ns 1f811. He gave the a oheok list ot behaviors indicating a 
need tor psychotherapy to help th• make their deo:ia1ons. Be1n1"1ch used 4oo 
as a total test out-off score and this aoeurately defined 75 per-cent ot the 
"in nMd ot counseling" group and only mis-diagnosed eight per-cent ot the 
adjusted group. Hown•r• it Heinrioh had used 390 as Sheridan did tor the 
out-ott score, he would have acouate'l.7 defined 100 per-cent of the group 
1n need of counseling and still on.17 misdetected eight per-cent ot the 
adjusted. group. 
Hei.m."'loh also did a cross-sectional atud;r of religious in the tour years 
ot college. He found the means tor the total test and each subtest t.o be 
quite stable through the four years. Thia is an interesting contrast to 
MmTq (1958) who found the means of the MMPI soa.les rtse cwe17 ;year a 
religious spends 1n the s4lllli."l&17. MurJ"&Y' interpreted his reaul ts to mean that 
th• smninarr lite directly eontl"ib.ites to the increasing anxiety and 
maladjustment of the seminarJ' student.. Heinrich's results may indicate that 
the LSSCT measures variables that can be etteotively' handled within the 
s-1.naey • 
Heinrich also report.eel a correlation of .88 between mean MMPI scores and 
the LSSCT total test seoH. He fUrther found that mean MM.PI scorea 
correlated .BS with Attitude toward Fand.ly, .80 with Attitude toward sel.t, 
.69 with Attitude toward Priesthood, .62 with Attitude toward Important 
Issues, .9) with Attitude toward others, And .21 with Attitude toward Women. 
-v.> 
The high co!"Nl.ation between MMP! scores and Attitude toward ll'amil.y deserves 
more imrestigation with this particular population since the saninarians 
teated by Heinrich had been living awq troa home onl.y one month. 
Sheridan (1968) used seminarians trom the .Archdiocese of Chicago tor his 
validation study ot the LSSCT. He proposed an objective, scoring aysta tor 
th& LSSCT. According to his scoring procedure the test yields numerical 
scores for six subtests and a tot.Al test score. Sheridan's results indicated 
generally non-significant relationships between attitude categories and the 
crj:t.el"ion of persevering in the semin&J."Y' or not. this is in keeping with the 
findings already cited that have a.t.tapted to find a relationship between the 
results of psychological tests and the oriterl.on of leaving or remaining in 
the sanina.17. 
Sheridan •.Ployed two measures of reliabilit;r, interscorer and test -
retest reliability. For intersoorer reliability, th• protocols ot 30 
seminarians were independentl.T soored by tvo tiret•;rear graduate students in 
psychology. fhey were given the manual without verbal instr'1Ct1ons to 
u;pl.ioitl.y test t.he claJ"ity of the manual. Th• Pearson product moaent 
correlation for int.ersoorer oonsist.enoy was .91, signif'ioant at the .01 level. 
Test - retest reliability was carried out b.f re-examining JO subjects 
two months ai~er they .tint took the test. Again, the Pearson product moment 
correlation was employed, yielding a signifieant relationship, .841 at the 
.01 level. 
To measure congl"'Uel1t validity, which he defined as the ability ot the 
LSSCT to detect saminarians in need o:r pqohologioal help, Sheridan fint 
established independent. oriteri& tor s•inarians "in need of psyohologioal 
help" and those "not in need 0£ psychological help... Two criteria were 
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jointly utilized, scores on the MMPI and psychologists• judgments as to "need 
of psyohologioal help." The LSSCT and the MMPI were given to 500 sminarians. 
The names or all subjects who had scored above 70, thus indicating maladjust• 
ment, on at least three MMPI scales (excluding Mt) were randomly mixed with 
the names of all subjects who did not score above 65 on any scale. A list of 
these names were presented to two priest psychologists who were personally 
acquainted with all subjects. 
These two psychologists independently placed a w. next to the name of 
any student they felt was in need of counseling and a 112. next to any student 
they telt was definitely not 1n need or counseling. An.y individual who 
scored above 70 on at least three MMPI scales and who was judged by both 
priest psychologists to be 1n need of counseling was a candidate .for the "in 
need or psychological help• validation group. On the other hand• the "not in 
need of psychological help" validation group consisted of subjects who did 
not score above 6.S on the MMPI scale and who received nq, votes from both 
priest psychologists. A total of 6o subjects comprised the validation 
groups, JO judged "in need or psychological help• and )0 "not in need of 
psychological help". 
Having established these groups, the relationship between scores on the 
LSSC'l' and membership in either criterion group was an.Uyzed by the biserial 
~orrelational technique. The significant positive correlations indicate that 
high scores on the LSSCT are related to high MMPI pertorma.noe and 
psychologists• judgments regarding need for counseling. On the other hand, 
low LSSCT scores coincide with MMPI performances within normal limits and 
psychologists• judgments not to be in need of counseling. 
To further evaluate the individual contributions of subtests to thA 
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total test score, and the relationships among the aubtesta, interteat 
correlations were OOlllputed. In general, his findings were that conelations 
among the aubtests were moden.te and the correlations of each subtest t.o the 
total test score are substantial. with the exception of the attitude to women 
subtest. 
Finally, Sheridan detel'llined cut•o.f't sool'8S tor the total test score 
and :for ea.oh of the 8Ubtesta and showed that the scores of' seminarians in 
need of counseling and seminarians not in need of' counseling tall into 
essentially diff'erent area.a. H• concluded that an,y score on or a.boye the 
following cut-off scores should be investigated as a possible indication of 
maladjustment: 
Import.ant 
~ Pritsthoosi F,,pily Womtn Qt.hen I1put1 
140 6o 60 30 50 6o 
§tudits Of This S•inar:r Powl.tMAA 
The subjects ot the present study are seminarians from the seminary 
syst• ot the .Archdiocese ot Chicago. For the past nine yea.rs, a battery of 
payohological. tests have been administered to the seminarians in this system 
during their last year in high sohool and prior to their entrance into the 
college division of the seminar,y. The tests inoludod in the battery, in 
addition to the LSSCT, were the Kuder Prefe?"enae Schedule, Minnesota 
Multipha.sic Personality Inv•ntory (MMPI), and the .&l:wards Personal Preference 
SChedule (EPPS). The Kuder M&aBures voeational inte?"ests while the MMPI and 
EPPS are personality test~ of intrapsyohic strengths and we~knesses. It is 
not surprising, then, that the seminarians of the Archdiocese of Chicago have 
been the subjects of' various studie111. 
Gorman (1961) and McDonagh (1961), aa cited pl'eViousl.y, both found that 
the MMPI profiles of groups they worked with indicated a well•adjuat.ed 
personality-. Gorman tound, how..,er, that the group he studied, one 7ear older 
than Mc:Donagh's group, while it had a simil.ar pro.tile to McDonagh•a P'Oup, 
scored higher in neey scale. Th••• difteJ"enCes were significant (at the 
.05 level) in Hs, D, ll:r and pt. Gorman telt that age was a possible major 
determining faator in the score di.fferences. Nevert.haless1 since all aooree 
approximated the college men, both concluded that the sflRinary population wae 
a well-adjusted group according to their MMPI findings. 
As a result of their Iud$r findings both writers concluded that the 
saminariana were veey high 1n social aenioe and literary interests and also 
1n oomputationa:l in~~erests. .Both found a low persuasive score quite 
pl"Ovooative. 
Rakowski (196.5) studied three classes of these seminarians with the EPPS. 
Comparing saninarians with the norma:t.ive college group, he found the 
seminarians scored significantly- higher than their college counterparts 1n 
affiliation, achievement, suocoranoe, nurturance and aggression; they scored 
lower in order, autonomy, intraoeption, dominance and especially- heterosexu-
ality-. He distinguished the asdnarian from the college student as having a 
som9Wbat greater desire to sohieve, being quicker to ol"iticize, become angr.y 
and aggressive. He has a greater sense ot accepting blame and feeling guilty 
in wrong doing. He is quicker to seek help and encouragement from others when 
in need, but also he has a greater desire to be loyal and to do things tor 
friends. Perhaps, most oharaoteristioall.y, he is quicker to help all people, 
more readily kind and sympathetic to others. Rakowski found a high 
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heterosexuality soore indioated the college student; a high affiliation-
nurturance soore indicated the seminarian. 
Healy (1968) studied 718 ot these s•inarians on the MMPI, EPPS, and 
Kuder. The subjects were divided into those who completed two yea.re of 
seminary college (445 Completions), those who withdrew of their own accord 
(282 Voluntary Withdrawals), and those who tailed to meet certain academic or 
~oci&l. r.,quirtcn$.nts (.51 Involuntary ·withdrawals). The greatest number of 
signi!icant diff erenoes was found between the Completions and. Voluntar.r With• 
dnwals. The latter showed trends to be somewhat more open to their 
disturbed feelings and to be more self •assertive, active and independent; 
they 8.lso showed a greater need for a variety of experience and greater 
heterosexual strivings. The Completions tended to be more passive-dependent 
and more in need of structure in their lives. They are .more interested in 
"helping peopten while the Voluntary withdrawals tMd more to solving 
mechanical or scientific probl81U. 
The next largest number ot significant ditf erences was found between the 
Completions and the Involuntary withdrawals. Th• differences were similar 
to those between the Com.pletiona and Voluntary Withdrawals, but with a 
tendency toward a greater contrast. The least number of signifiaant 
differences wa3 found between the two Withdrawal groups. These were found 
more like each other than either one is like th• group of· Completions. 
?? 
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CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL PROOEOORE 
The population of male subjects in the present study was taken from two 
diocesan minor seminaries 1n Chicago, Illinois. The subjeots took the LSSCT 
during their twelfth gr~de of school. 
w::sqigJ!IION OF T&?T MD §CORING mrm 
The Loyola Seminarian Sentence Completion Test (LSSCT) is a projective 
technique designed to elicit, in the seminarian's own words, the attitude he 
has in six important areas; namely, his attitude toward Self, f,;d.estl:u?od, 
Fgilx, Women, Qt.hers and Imp2rt.ant Itsu!f. The LSSCT is composed of 100 
semi-structured stems, 84 of which have some personal reference (I, ey, me). 
The stems, as well as the accompanying printed instructions, appear in 
Appendix A. These stems were selected on an a posterior), or face validity 
basis by Goman and Kobler (1963) who had e.x.ten.sive experience in dealing with 
the psychological problems of the seminary students for whom the test was 
areated. Some of the stems are found in already existing sentence completion 
tests such as Sacks (19.50). Other stffl:l15 are original and all stems are 
hopefully sufficiently structured to elicit responses in one of th3 six pre-
determined categories. Originally, the test was only evaluated impression-
istically by a psyohologist who was working with a given seminarian. This 
meant that the test was not used unless the seminarian was deemed in need of 
counseling. Then his sentence completion test w~s used to gain f'urther 
information about the individual. If an individual was not deemed in need (!f 
psychological help, his test just beoaaa part of' his record. It vas not 
until Sheridan's work that an attempt wa.s made to establish an objeotiT• 
sooring syst-.. 
'l'he scoring system developed by Sheridan is very oloael7 related to that 
ot Rotter (19.50) except that a seven point scale is used rather than a six 
point scale. Numbel' four represents the midpoint or "neutral" responser 
number one represents the a:t:reme favorable or well•adjusted response: number 
sSYen represents the most untavorable or maladjusted response. 
The scoring system was established by Sheridan in the following manner. 
From a pool of ,500 LSSCT's (all administered to sain&rians in the last 
semester of Grade Twelve), 6o protocols were randomly select.Ed and submitted 
to four judg$s. Each judge held a doetoral degree in Clinical Pqcholoa, and 
was either doing research with sentence oompl&tion tests or had done so in the 
recant past. 
Working independently nf one another, each judge rated ea.oh sentence on a 
seven-point, bipolar, psyohological adjustment scale. Any sentence completion 
that at least three ot the fOUl" judges rated identicall7 was entered in the 
manual as an example of that adjustment rating for that stem. ror 1nstanoe, 
ill the judges agreed that the following example should be scored '--
4. st:ra.ngers • • • are usually nice people. 
Thus, the sooring manual devised by Sheridan oontains empirioally d•tel'lllin«I 
scoring samples tor each stem, as well as general principles for scoring. 
The LSSCT, then, provides a total adjustment score, based on the ratings 
received by the 100 sentence completions. Besides the total score, the 
LSSCT yields six subtest scores or attitude categories, namely, 111J:, 
Pr1esthood,1 F'P'Py, Bll'b QlcAer P§Ql.t. and aPArt.anlr J;;tau•• To establish 
these six subtests, the tolloving pl"OOed.ure was employed. Two judges, each 
with diplomates in Olin1oal Psychology and not involved in any other phase ot 
the manual oonstruotion, worked together in assigning each of the 100 et•• 
to the subtest or attitude category it best measured. Neither judr• Npol"ted 
disagreement in assigning the st .. s to appropiate categories. Brief 
daao:riptions ot each oategor;, are presented below. 
This subtest maasuru the teeling and Ntgard an individual has tor 
himself. The stems a.re constructed to elicit information pertaining 
to the individual's feelings about his past and present li!e as wall 
as his expectations for the f'uture. Specific instances, e.g. , the 
person'• regard for his ability to fte9t n@w situations, are also tapped 
here. The subject's self oonoapt ia turther measured in terms 0£ how 
he handles his anger, sexual life, and how acl•quate he perceives bis 
own abilities to be. 
At.t\j;udt t.owam Prigtyod ( 16 stems ) 
This subtest measures the individual's attitude toward his ourr.nt 
seminary experiences and toward the priesthood in general. It also 
taps oritioal interest areas like theologioal studies a.ad prayer. 
Attitude toyard farplJ ( 14 at.ams ) 
This subtest measures a subject's attitude toward each parent and 
sibling, and toward the family as a whole. It also examines feeling• 
about leaving home and about parental expectations. 
Mti.;S:ude twrd Woman ( 7 st.is ) 
The subject's attitudes toward women, toward marriage, and toward the 
f'aot ot npariences with wonum being limited, are measured. Ful"ther, 
f'eelings which ocour in the presence or women, and attitudes toward 
involvement with WOMen are also included. 
This category measures a.n individual's attitude toward a variety ot 
persons outside his family, such as friends, fellow students, atl"&llgera, 
or an audience. The focus is on the quality and degree of interaction 
between the subject and these various other people. 
AttU!d• top.rd Impor\pt Iasuu ( 16 at•• ) 
This subtest Jteasures an individual's attitude to import.ant lite 
situations wbieh he must confront. Inoluded are attitudes toward 
authorit,., peNonal ambition, sport.a part.ioipation, independence with 
regard tc money and use of time, and :resolution of significant oontlicts. 
48 in the Rotter Test, an extra J'H)int 1• aoo:red tor excessive l:en.gth of 
response. A correction taotor is applied to scores tor an omitted. response. 
The fonnula for the total score iss (scor4t) lOQ • This formula is 
100 omissions 
also used for the subtest scores except that the number of items in a given 
category (JJ, 16, etc.) is us~ wherever 100 appears in the formula. 
The 100 stems are presented to the seminarian on pages that allow tor 
one line oosnpletions, al though the individual may onm words between the 
lines. The :followin.g instructions appear at the bttg1nning o! the teats 
Pl.ease finish off the following "ineomplet.e" sentences with 
an,.y conolusion you wish. Sinoe the aim of this exeroise is 
to help you attain some added understanding of ;vourselt, t17 
to express notions that have 1'eal meaning tor you. 
It students ask tor f'urther olal"ification of the instructions, the 
examiner reinforoes that any completion that has meaning for the student is 
tine. 
If students ask how much time is allowed, the eX&lline: talls them the 
test has no time limit, but most individuals complete the test in less than 
sixty minutes. 
TRST iJPAHTI.ITY 
To determine intersoorel" Nlia.bility the sixty prot.oools tnvolved in 
this study were presented to t.w gl"'&duate students in p.,.aholoa. Neither 
student kn.,, nor had any oontaot with, the other scorer. Upon being 
presented the Sheridan manual tor scoring, the scorers were given no verbal 
instructions. Eaoh scorer was presented with a manual and thirty protocols. 
All tests were coded and scored b,y the graduate students using Sheridan's 
manual. When he completed scoring the first set of thirty tests, he was 
given the second set ot thirty to score. Thus, each scorer completed the 
sixty protocols. 
Tm YALIDITI 
This study was concerned with congruent validity. Congruent validity 
was defined as the ability ot the LSSCT to detect s-.inarians in need of 
ps;yohologioal. help. To measure such validity, independent criteria tor 
seminarians "in need of ps;yohologioal. help• and those "not in need ot 
ps;yohologioal. help" were tint established. 
Two criteria were jointl;r utilised, scores on th• MMPI and counselors• 
judgments as to "need ot ps;yohologieal help". Th••• are the same criteria 
•ployed b,y Sheridan. In the two years since Sheridan had selected his 
subjects, SS9 seminarians had taken the LSSCT as part of a battel"T of 
ps;yohologioal tests. Group B took the tests in 1967; Group lC in 1968. There 
were 288 subjects in Group H and 211 subjects in Group IC. They had also 
been given the MMPI. 
The names of all aubjeots who had scored above '70 1 thus indicating 
maladjustment, on at least three MMPI scales (excluding Mf') and the names ot 
all subjects who did not score above 65, that is, within nomal limits, on any 
soale were listed alphabetioally. From Group H there were 2.S in the tint 
group and 48 in the seoond; from Group IC there were 45 in the first group and 
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47 in the seoond. An alphabetical list including those in both categories of 
Group H was presented to two priest-counselors who were personally acquainted 
with all the subjects. Similarly, an alphabetical list ot those in both 
categories from Group X was presented to two priest-counselors who were 
acquainted with all the subjects in this group. All tour ot the priests 
involved in this study have Master's degrees, either in psychology or in 
guidance and counseling. Moreove:r, they have worked extensively with the 
young men involved. 
Each ot the two priest-counselors tor each group independently placed 
a D1,next to any student on th• list he judged was in need of counseling and 
a .ll2. next to any subject he tel t was not in need of counseling. Any 
individual who scored above 70·on at least three MMPI scales (excepting Mt) 
and who was judged by both priest-counselors to be in need or counseling was 
a candidate to:r the •in need ot psyohologioal help" validation group. On the 
other hand, the •not in need or psychological help" validation group 
consisted or subjects who did not score above 65 on any MMPI scale and who 
received a votes by both counselors. From Group H there were 14 subjects 
who soo:red above 70 on at least three MMPI scales {exo-i>t Mf') and who were 
judged in need or counseling by both priest-counselors; in Group K there were 
16. Thus, there were )0 subjects in the "in need o:t psychological help" 
group. From both groups there were .52 saninarians (29 from Group H and 23 
from Group IC) who .f'ultilled both criteria for the "not in need of 
psychological help" group. From this group ot 52, thirty were randomly 
selected to comprise the validation group. 
CHAPTER LV 
RESJJL'H 
Data of the current study were analyzed with appropriate oorrelational 
techniques. The results are presented in terms ot the two hypotheses 
concerning congruent validity and intel'Scorer reliability. F1nally, the 
inter-subtest relationships are examined. 
Congn!Dt '£1,l.idµy 
Congruent validity was examined in te:ms of the relationships between 
subjects• subtest and total scores on th• LSSCT and the combined criteria ot 
MMPI perf'ormanoes and counselors• judgment as to the need for counseling. 
Table 1 
Means and standard Deviations ot LSSCT subtest and Total 
Scores, '.30 Subjeot.s Not in Need of Counseling and '.30 Subjects 
in Need ot Counseling 
Not in Need of QgHDsal.1,ng In NW At C9l1Df al.1M 
Mean SD Mean SD 
Self 12.5.72 11.20 147.20 14.02 
Priesthood 58.73 8.)1 64.80 8.96 
Family 46.91 B.90 .58.82 s.15 
Women 23.23 J • .57 27.00 J.49 
others 46.19 .s.11 ,Sl.8.5 8.)1 
Imp. Issues 56.JB 6.1.5 64.88 5.85 
Total Test 157.2.5 29.71 414.67 JJ.46 
.,, T 
Table l presents the means and standard dwiations tor the pertoaance ot the 
two ol"iterion groups on the LSSCT. A briet inspection ot Table l indicates 
higher means tor the subjects judged to be in need ot counseling than tor 
subjects not in need ot oounaeling. In general, the eoaewhat higher standard 
deviationa tor the group in nffd ot counseling auggNts some greater 
'Variability of pert'ol'lll&noe for that group. The relationship between scores on 
the LSSCT and the m•bership in either criterion group was analyzed b7 the 
biserial oorrelational technique. Table 2 presents the biserial 
Table 2 
Bl.serial Correlations ot LSSCT SUbtests and 
Total Soorea vi th lead tor Counseling 
TES1' 
Self 
Pl"iesthood 
Family 
Women 
~hers 
I.mportant Issues 
Total Test Score 
•• Signitioant at .01 lnel 
rj3IS 
.Bl** 
.42•• 
.78•* 
.6o•• 
.49•• 
.73•• 
.8.)** 
coe.ttioients tor the six subtests and total test score for the LSSCT with 
need of counseling and Table J pNsents these same coetf'ioients with no need 
tor counseling. ·rhe significant positive correlations indioats that high 
sooi-.s on the LSSCT are related to high MMPI performance and psychologists• 
.... Cj 
Table J 
Biserial Correlations or LSSCT Subtests and 
Total Scores with No Need tor Counseling 
TEST rm;s 
Self .81•• 
Priesthood .42•• 
Fa.mily .71•• 
Women .60•• 
others .49•• 
Important Issues 
-73** 
'I'otal Test Score .85** 
•• Significant at .01 level 
judgments regarding need tor counseling. On the other hand, low LSSCT scores 
coincide with MMPI performance within nomal limits and psychologists' 
judgments not to be in need of counseling. 
Figure 1 shows a scattergram representing the relationship between total 
score and membership in either criterion group. Inspection ot the range or 
per.f'ormance suggests that the plaoeent of a out-off soon at J80 would be a 
more appropriate lower limit tor detection of seminarians in need or 
counseling than Sheridans' out-oft ot 390. According to Figure l, such a 
cut-orr score would correctly identi1)' 28 of the 30 sem1nar1.ans in need or 
counseling. It would have identified also five false positives, namely, the 
five individuals in the "not in need or oounaeling group" who scored above 
380. U the cut-ot:t score of QOO used by Heinrich was used here, only one 
Total Score Not in Need In Need of 
T .. C\SCT of CounsAl -..nlZ .......... _ .. "', i ....... 
Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative 
ne:r c•nt nA"r cent 
440 7 100 
430-439 1 100 l 77 
420-429 2 73 
410-419 6 67 
400-409 3 47 
390-399 4 97 3 37 
380-)89 6 27 
-
370-379 4 83 
360-369 6 70 l 7 
350-359 5 So 
340-349 3 33 l 3 
3J0-339 2 23 
320-329 1 17 
310-319 2 13 
300 ... 309 l 7 
290-299 1 3 
N =JO N = JO 
Fig. 1. Soattergram of total test score and membership in need of 
counseling group and not in need of counseling group 
~? 
f'alse positive would be identified. However, this out-oft score would only 
detect 19 of' the JO in need of' counseling. 
Figure 2 presents the aoattergram which depicts the correlation between 
the Attitude toward Self subtest and the criteria. Examination of Figure 2 
indicates a cut-off' score of' 140 detected 19 of the JO, or 63~ of' those in the 
"in need of counseling group" while only two of the "not in need of counseling 
group" were falsely detected. 
The soattergram of pertormanoe on the Attitude toward Priesthood subtest 
is shown in Figure 3. Plac•ent of a cut-off' at a score of 6o correctly 
identities 20 of' the JO students in need of counseling, while mis-detecting 
lJ of the JO not need of counseling. 
Figure 4 indicates th• spread of scores on the Attitude toward Family. 
Sheridan used a out-of':t score ot 6o on the Attitude toward Family subtest and 
detected 40~ of those in need of counseling. A cut-o:r.t score or 6o here 
detects only 11 of' the JO in need of counseling and points out two f'alse 
positives. Using a out-off score of So on the Attitude toward Family subtest, 
27 of the )0 in need of counseling were detected, bttt 11 false positives are 
mis-detected. A study of Figure 4 will reveal that 6~ of both groups scored 
within the 45-59 range. 
The Attitude toward Women subtest scores are presented in Figure ;. 
While Table l shows only a ).67 difference in the mean scores between the two 
criteria groups on this test and Sh•ridan was not able to dete1"11line a 
tea.sible out-otf score on this subtest, '1gure S indicates that a out-off 
score of 25 picks out 22 of the )0 students in need of counseling and falsely 
detects 7 of those not in need. However, beoause the range of scores in this 
subtest is so limited, the feasibility ot using a cut-ott is still to be 
OU••f:" ---.a -
.)0 
Attitude toward Self Not in Need In Need of 
LS$CT of Coun•tl.ing Cqµnstling 
Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative 
-
per cent Ptr osmt 
180- 1 100 
175-179 l 97 
170-1?4 
165-169 ? 93 ... 
16o-164 2 87 
15.5-159 2 80 
1.50-154 l 100 J 73 
14.5-149 6 63 
140-144 1 97 2 43 
1J5·1J9 J 93 4 37 
130-1)4 8 BJ 6 23 
125-129 4 57 
120-124 4 43 1 3 
11.5-119 .5 JO 
110-114 1 13 
105-109 2 10 
100-104 .. 3 ..L 
N =JO N =JO 
Fig. 2. Soattergram. of attitude toward selt score and manbership in need of 
counseling group and not in~neod of counseling group 
J7 
.Attitude toward Priesthood Not in Need 
LSSCI ot Coun•!ling 
Frequency Cumulative 
80-
75-79 
70-74 
6.5-69 
6o-64 
55-59 
50-54 
45-49 
4-0-44 
l 
1 
2 
l 
8 
8 
6 
2 
1 
N = 30 
Psu· cept 
100 
97 
93 
87 
83 
57 
)0 
10 
In Need ot 
Counseling 
Frequency Cumulative 
1 
5 
2 
4 
8 
7 
3 
PIE cent 
100 
97 
80 
7J 
6o 
33 
10 
N = 30 
Fig. J. Scattergram of attitude toward priesthood soore and membership 
in need tor counseling group and not in need of counseling group 
Figura 6 presents the scores ot both criteria groups on th• Attitude 
toward others subtest. A out-off score of SO oorreotly identifies 6o% ot 
those in need of counseling and point out 9 false positives or :30% of those 
not in need of counseling. 
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Attitude toward Family Not in Need In Need of 
T.SSCT of Con,uae1-\ ,...,. r.nu_ .. _, -\--
Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative 
oe:r cent ne:r t!Ant. 
70- J 100 
65-69 1 100 2 90 
60-64 1 97 6 BJ 
-
55-59 4 93 8 63 
.50-54 5 80 8 37 
45-49 10 63 J 10 
40-44 4 JO 
35-.39 2 17 
J0-34 1 10 
2.5-29 l 7 
N:: JO N =JO 
Fig. 4. Scattergram of attitude toward family score and m&'Ubership in 
need of counseling group and not in need of counseling group 
Attitude toward Women Not in Need In Need of 
, LSSCT ot Counsel.ing Csm;gel;jng 
Frequency CUlAUl.ative Frequency Cumulative 
per omt P't OW 
35-39 
30-34 l 100 7 100 
25-29 6 97 l.5 77 
h mmuahii l 11 rnu::a ' 1 I ii it • == • I n:et 
20-24 18 77 7 27 
1.5-19 .5 17 l 3 
Fig. 5. Soattergram. of attitude toward women score and. m•bership 1n 
the need tor counseling group and not in need of counseling group 
The soons on the Attitude toward Important Issues subtests are 
represented in Figure 7. Ir a out-orr score o! 60 is used, 27 out of JO 
students 1n need of counseling are detected and on.11 7 or 30 not in need of 
counseling are mis-detected. 
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Attitude toward others Not in Need In Need of 
T.~q{'!ffl nf" I"!, ., " ... .,,. l".-----... i ""'"' 
J'Nquenoy CUmulative Frequency Cumulative 
na.,. oart+. na,. aan+. 
70-74 1 100 
65-69 2 97 
6o-64 l 90 
SS-.59 4 87 
So-54 9 100 10 73 
45-49 10 70 8 40 
40-44 9 37 2 lJ 
)S-J9 l 7 2 7 
J0-34 l 
' 
N •JO N = .)0 
Fig. 6. Soattargram or attitude toward others sco:re and manbership in 
ne*3 for counseling group and not in need or counseling group 
4J 
In Figure 8, the individual p&rto:rmanaes ot the subjects in need ot 
counseling are more closely examined tor each o:t these subjects, the 
frequency ot scores above the cut-oft points tor the subtest and total soores 
are_pl'eSented. 
Attitude toward Important Issues Not in Need 
. J.SSCT gt CoJ&M@l,ing 
Frequency Cumulative 
80-84 
15-79 
70•74 
6.5-69 
60-64 
SS-59 
50-54 
45-49 
:3 
4 
12 
8 
ptr om 
100 
90 
77 
37 
10 
In Need of 
QQJlPSa}Jgg 
FNqueno;y Cumulative 
ptrom 
1 100 
1 97 
l 93 
10 90 
14 57 
2 10 
1 
11.g. 7. Soattargram of attitude toward important issues score and :manberahip 
in need of oounaeling group and not in need or counseling group 
SUbjeot Total Self PJ"iesthood Family Women Ot.hel"S ll'lp. Abcn'e 
T•--- - ,.... ·- --I 
1....__ .... __ _... 
"8n 1An fin An 2c; en M , .. ]f 
1. I I x I I x I 7 
2. x I I x 4 
'· 
x x x I x I :x 7 
4. I x I I 4 
5. x x I x x 5 
6. I I I x x I 6 
1. I I I I 4 
a. x I I x I I 6 
9. I x I I I x 6 
10. I I 2 
ll. x x x I I x 6 
12. I I I x I 5 
13. x x I x I .s 
14. x I I I x I 6 
15. x x I x 4 
16. I I x x I x 6 
17. x x I x 4 
18. x x I x 4 
19. I I I 
' 20. x x x x I I I 7 21. x I I I 4 
22. I 1 
23. x x I I 4 
24. x I x I 4 2.s. I x I I I I 6 
26. x I I x 4 
21. x I I 
' 28. I I I x I .5 29. I I I I I x I 1 
)0. x I x I x x I 1 
Total 28 19 20 ll 22 19 27 
n.g. a. ,._,,uenoy ot sool"ing above out.-ott points on subtest.a and total 
LSSCT tor JO a-1n&riana judged 1n need. ot oouna.itng 
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In general, the first hypothesis predicted that the LSSCT total.and sub-
test scores would signiticantly di.tterentiate those seminarians, judged by 
two criteria measures, in need ot counseling trom sminarians judged not in 
need or counseling. The significant biserial correlations, presented in 
Tables 2 and ) and depicted in Figures l thru 8, indicate support. tor t.hia 
hypothesis tor the six subtest. and total test scores. Seminarians judged in 
need of counseling, both by three elevated MMPI scales and pa;rohologists• 
ratings, soond signif'ioantl.Jr higher on the LSSCT than seminarians judged, by 
the same criteria, not in need. ot oounseling. 
Re1itbility Mea.sure -- The second hypothesis concerned interseorer rel.1abU1t7 
tor the LSSCT. For this intersoorer reliability, ea.oh of the 6o protocols 
involved. in this stw:cy- was independently scored by two graduate students in 
psychology. The Pearaon p~d:uot moment correlation tor interaool"er oonaiateD.07 
ot .91, significant at .01 level, indicated support tor the second hypotheeia 
in this study. 
~ss~~ Int11'9Qrrelati2ns •• To evaluate the individual. oontl"ibutiona of 
subtests to the total test scol"e and the Nl.at.ionships among the subtut•• 
interest conelat1ona were computed. Table 4 presents these correlation•. 
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Table 4 
Intercorralations of LSSCT Subtest and Total Scores 
Priesthood. Family Women others Important Total 
T~.i::n~.i:: 
Self .4J .6o .so .68 .64 .91 
Pl"iuthood .19 .58 .50 .60 .67 
Family' .:30 .4J .38 .69 
Women .46 .42 .64 
ot.bers .55 .80 
Impor't.ant Issues .76 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIO!,S 
The present study was an attempt to cross validate the Loyola Seminarian 
Sentence Completion Test on a group ot 60 samina.rians from. the seminary 
system of the .Archdiocese of Chicago. Th• normative data, the fol'lllulation of a 
scoring manual and essential information regarding intersoorer reliability is 
reported in Sheridan's (1968) doctoral dissertation. Two hypotheses were 
proposed in the present study: one concerned congruent validity and the second 
dealt with interscorer reliability. Within the limits of this study both 
hypotheses were accepted. 
Sheridan's study found that those in need o:f counseling are detennined by 
two criteria, one objective and the other the judgment of psychologists, 
could be det.eoted by the LSSCT objectively scored. He found a highly signifi-
cant relationship (.88) between the total score on the LSSCT and the need tor 
counseling criterion. This correlation was more substantial than any 
report.ad in the literature on sentence completion tests using similar oriteria 
for adolescent and young adult populations. One of the purposes of the present 
study was to investigate if' such high correlations were a rare occurrence or 
if• indeed, Sheridan's results were able to be .found with a diff'erent group of 
seminarians. The highly significant correlations tound in this study between 
the criteria groups and the total test score on the LSSCT lend auppol"t to the 
findings and conclusions or Sheridan. The rigorous procedures for establishing 
criteria, the length or the LSSCT as well as the clarity of Sheridan's scoring 
instructions would seem to be important factors in yielding the significant 
11.P 
orrel.ations found in this study. 
Inspection of the results as shown in Tables 2 and J reveals that not only 
re the correlations between the total test score and the criteria signitioant 
t also the correlations between the subtests scores and the criteria. There 
a quite a divergence between the subtests correlations and the oriteria in 
his study and in Sheridan's study. The longest of the su.btests, the 
:ttitude toward Self subtest which contains JJ items, is the lone aoeption 
nd yielded almost identical correlations in this study and in Sheridan'• 
The most obvious reason for such divergence seems to be that the 
number of 1 t•s in the su.btests tend to malce th• leas reliable and, 
enoe, less valid. The value of the su.btests, in the opinion ot the present 
uthor, is not to detect those in need or counseling but :rather to point out to 
counselor those particular areas 1n which a s8Dlinal"ian might be experiencing 
Sheridan attempted to establish out-off points on the total te.st. score and 
each subtest score to distinguish those in need. of counseling from those not in 
With reference to the total test score, a out-o:f'f score was 'Visualized 
s being ef':f'ective in two ways. First, it may alert. a psy-chologist to the 
eed for tu.rt.her, more intensive penonality testing of the individual. subject. 
eoondly, scoring above a cut-off point should lead to a more careful investi• 
ation of the LSSCT subtest categories for inf oraation regarding specific areas 
f conflict to be made use o:t in counseling the subject. 
In tems of the individual su.btest cut•o!f scores, again they would pro-
de a brief profile of probl• areu and the relationship ot such probl• 
reas for a particular individual. Additionally, such out-otf points are 
tentially useful reaearoh tools for investigating similarities or 
if:f erences 1n the patterning or subtest performances for subjects h need ot 
counsaling or for various samples or seminaey populations. 
In general the cut-off scores which Sheridan proposed were found usetul 
in this study. In two instanoes, the total test score and the Attitude toward 
a out-off' score other than that proposed by Sheridan was found 
o fit better the sample used in the present study. ~ dropping the total 
test out-off score from 390 to 380 it was found that 93~ ot the in need of 
ounseling group could. be detected while misdetecting 17'1>. Sheridan used 390; 
einrich used 400 and the present study found 380 as the moat uaetul out•of'f 
score. All o:t these are of necessity only tentatively proposed and, of' 
ecesaity, too, IUJ),1 futUN cross validation studies will need to be undertaken 
ore an.v more definitive cut-off score ean be justifiably established. 
owever, it seems that a out-off score in the range of 380 • 400 is found most 
ppropriate tor a atll1n&:r'.f population. 
In the present atudy, the Attitude toward Women subtest was a more acmsi-
ive indicator of need tor counseling and correlated more signi.tioantl.y with 
he total test score than it did in Sheridan's study. Moreover, in this 
tudy a out-off score was able to be detel'mined that detected 731' of t.hoae in 
eed of oounsaling. However, the limited range of scores on this subtest would 
end to make any out-oft aoore on this subtest of questionable value. IUture 
tudy may determine the feasibility ot a eut-orr soor. but increasing the 
ber of items 1n this subtest would seen to be the best .future prooedUN • 
.A out-off score or 6o was used by Sheridan in the Attitude toward F-1].y 
In his study 12 of the 30 in need of aounsel:lng were detected b.Y the 
se o! this score and only 2 :false positives were indioated. This same aeoN 
f 6o yielded ll of the )0 in need of counseling in this study a.nd misdeteoted 
2 of the wall ad justed group. However• the fact that 63% o:t ea.oh g~up score 
thin the 45 - 59 range seems to indicate that.some oonf'l.iot with their 
families is not indicative of maladjustment but that exoessive oonf'l.iot in this 
area is usa.ful .for deteminin~ tha need of help. 
In his study, Sheridan not only found highly significant correlations 
onca:rning congruent validity but al.so reported a .91 oorrelation supporting 
The ei'tioienoy ot his objective eooring system and 
anual supported by this significant oonel.ation had to be validated by other 
The pres11nt st·lldy lends turthar support. because the same correlation 
oetfioient of • 91 was found 1n this study toi- 1ntenoorer reliability. The 
wo gl"ad.ua.te students who acted as sooren were not experienced in woridng 
th the sentence completion tests. The highly significant correlation 
ioates the use.fulness and <.)larity of the scoring system and manual. The 
setulness of the manual oould be tui-ther aooentuated and the pl"Otioienoy of 
e scorers increased by turther practice and by dananding moN of a MUtual 
rientation of the scorers. One area ot tuture reseal'Oh m.ight be the ef'teot 
f praotioe and so~~ common training on the interseorer reliability. 
The quantitative scoring systc fer the LSSCT developed by Sheridan hu 
een cross validated in th.is study. The sentence completion method is 
eoogniEed as having definite valu••• It is easily administel"ed t.o lag• 
roups. The subject expresses him.self in hi• own words. The vagueness as to 
he purpose of the test allows an indirldual to expresa teelings suggestive or 
onfiict without oategorioally saying he has the probl•. While u1nt.aining 
ese values, the validation ot the quantitative scoring syst. add• an impor-
ant note of objectivity and ma.lees it possible tor the same valuable in•tl"Ulllent 
o be used to detect quantitatively those in need or counseling. 
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APPENDIX 
The Loyola Seminarian Sentence Completion Test 
:=ode number ________ _ Date ________________ ..... 
Pl.ease finish off the following "incO?!lplete•• sentenoes with any conclusion 
you wish. Since the aim or this e~arcise is to help you attain some added 
understanding of yourself, tr,y to express notions that have real meaning 
tor you. 
l. When the odds are against me 
2. I c.,uld be happ;r it 
J. It seems to me that prieste 
4. strangers 
5. When I think or women 
6. The fellows I like least 
7. Living away from home 
8. .At times I worry 
9. I take pride in 
lO. Being away from girls 
U. I wonder if I have the ability to 
12. Some people in authority 
lJ. I feel uneasy with people who 
14. My conscience 
l.S. When I see that others are doing better than I 
16. I wish I could decide 
l?. I beoome sad 
18. .Performing in public 
56 
When I am alone 
• The thought of getting married 
• My vocation 
• 
• 
What I dread most about the seminary 
When it comes to spending money 
It makes me self-conscious 
I know it is silly, but l feel nervous whenever 
0£ all the things about myself, I wish I oould improve 
At times I have felt ashamed 
My .f9llow students 
It I did not go to the seminary 
I oan•t make up my mind 
Compared with others, I 
Sometime I am suspicious of 
My rather hardly ever 
• My (brother) (sister) and I 
• 
• 
• 
When I am about to faco a new situation 
When I was a oh1ld 1 my family 
When I .feel sexual impulses 
I wish that priests 
My parents think that I 
It someone gets in my wa:r 
When I am not around, my .friends 
My mother and I 
The thought of so much praying 
• My secret ambition in lit• 
page two 
• 
• 
• 
The fellows I tend to hang around with 
If my µarents had only 
The turning point in my 11.f e 
My father and I 
At night I 
What I have to do now is 
I wonder whethet" the Hminary regulations 
When I a:rn with priests 
53. My health 
54. It makes me mad 
.55. I most like 
• 
• 
• 
The people I :find it hardest to get to know 
When I meet a girl 
I like working with people who 
I am apt to get d.isoouraged when 
My f eel1ng about married life 
I was never happier than 
I resent 
People who work with me usually 
Most of my friends don•t know that it makes me ne:rvons 
I suspect that rny greatest weakness 
The girl I 
I wieh 
Getting to know a priest 
ArfT trouble I have with studies 
page .three 
70. When I go to Nil•• a-1naey, I will Dliss 
71. When I have trouble with someone 
72. People whom I consider my superiors 
7J. Deciding on rq vocation 
?4. What I think will b$ my biggest problarn 
75. Nothing is harder to stop than 
76. I wonder whether semina.r,r studies 
77. I feel pa.rtioularly guilty about 
?8. I -:ronder if a mast 
79. Because or my parents 
ao. I wonder if the spiritual life 
81. The seminarian's attitude toward girls 
82. My family 
83. What I look forward to most at Niles seminar,y 
84. I wonder if one of my motives 
85. If my rather would only 
86. I think that sports 
87. When I sense that the person in charge is eoming 
88. Compared with most families mine 
89. I get tense whenever 
90. What I want out or 11.te 
91. I wonder if I am weak8r than many otbe?"S in 
92. I hesitate 
9J. Compared with my mother, my dad 
94. Things I have done 
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page r~r 
page ti.Te 
95. The gr&atest difficulty facing a priest 
96. I reel alose~t to 
97. Children 
98. I think or ~~elf as 
99. I su£fer most fro~ 
00. Being a Secular Priest in Chicago 
60. 
Abstract 
An objective scoring system for the Loyola Seminarian Sentence 
Completion Test has been devised by Sheridan. This study attempted to 
cross-evaluate his findings. Of 559 subjects who had taken the LSSCT 
JO were placed in a need for counseling group and JO in a not in need of 
counseling group. The criteria for the in need group were both scoring 
over 70 on three MMPI scales and the judgment of two priest-counselors 
that the subject belonged in the in need of counseling group. The 
criteria for those in the not in need group were not scoring over 65 on 
any MMPI scale and the judgment of two priest-counselors that the subject 
did not need counseling. The LSSCT of these 60 subjects were scored 
independently by two graduate students in psychology according to the 
manual devised by Sheridan. The total test score and the six subtest 
soores and on the LSSCT were found to significantly differentiate 
seminarians in need of counseling from those not in need of counseling. 
Moreoever, an interscorer reliability coefficient of .91 indicated 
highly significant interscorer consistence. 
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